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Individuals who thrive professionally in this evolving world of work will be those who are intellectually

and emotionally engaged in meaningful work which uses their talents and skills in service of a

common cause in effective teams with shared values. As a consequence, good career management,

healthy mindsets, and employability skills matter more than ever now as new careers and training

routes open up to replace old ones needing us all to adapt, pivot, and continually learn different skills.

That's why we have commissioned Career Alchemy, an award-winning Welsh career coaching, and

training company, to create "Your INSPiRED Future" using their research-proven framework. The

course is designed to help you develop the understanding, skills, and confidence you need to take

your first graduate steps into the world of work via a short video series and this accompanying

interactive workbook.

Spending time understanding what you can do to start or continue your career is essential. This tool

for life allows you to manage your career throughout your working life. The career and life planner tool

opposite this page asks eight important, yet rarely asked questions to help you identify what you want,

both now and as you progress, enabling you to create and enjoy a happy, healthy, and successful

working life no matter how circumstances may change in the future. We hope you enjoy the course

and look forward to news of your career progress as one of our alumni community. 

 

Our very best wishes from all at NPTC Group of Colleges for your future and please keep in touch.

Yours sincerely

Mark Dacey

Principal/Chief Executive

NPTC Group of Colleges

Congratulations on graduating this year. Staff at NPTC Group of Colleges

recognise just how challenging life has been for you since the pandemic

started almost eighteen months ago and completing your studies

successfully is a testament to your commitment, determination, and

resilience and you should be proud of your achievements.

No matter how much the world of work continues to evolve as a result of

automation, fuelled by the pandemic, the ability to learn effectively (which

you have developed through your studies) will stand you in good stead,

enabling you to keep developing the knowledge, skills, and understanding

needed to be successful in the workplace.

www.careeralchemy.co.uk

Managing your career

Dear  NPTC Graduate

A MESSAGE FROM MARK DACEY

A tool for life



IDENTITY: YOUR NATURAL SELF

There are many different personality tests although neuroscientists have recently discovered

that personality may not be totally fixed and can change a little.  We have chosen the Buzz test for this

programme because of its popularity with young people. To complete this activity, please take the test

by visiting https://careerswales.gov.wales/buzzquiz. You could also use https://www.16personalities.com/

which is more in-depth. Use what you discover to answer the questions below:

What is my biggest light bulb moment about my personality?

What type of personality do you have?

Understanding our natural self, or personality, helps us make more informed choices about what 
we want to do with our lives.  Personality tests are based on traits i.e. habitual patterns of 
behaviour, thought and emotion and help us to gain an independent view of who we are.

What top 3 – 5 keywords describe me best?  What is my best example for each keyword?

My personality type is:

Read through the description of your personality and look for keywords that describe your top

characteristics. Choose the top 3 - 5 keywords which you believe best describe you and write these in

order of importance to you in relevant spaces below. Future employers need examples that show these

qualities in action, so write down your best example next to the relevant keyword. You can use these in

your applications and at interview.



NEEDS & WANTS: VALUES AT WORK

Understanding individual work values is the cornerstone of good career choice. Spend some time
thinking about the next question and working in rough first before you complete this page.

Q: When I think about career/work/job, what matters to me?
Using a separate piece of paper, write down every element that occurs to you (aim for short phrases
of no more than four words). Now rank these in order of importance to discover your top 8 work
values.

Now ask yourself:
Q: What would cause me to leave an organisation?
If it is not already on your list, add it as your 9th value. Check the order and amend as appropriate so
you are clear.

What are your career/work/job values?

What have I learned from this activity?



STRENGTHS, TALENTS AND SKILLS
 

ASKE stands for Attitude, Aptitude and Personality; Skills; Knowledge; and Experience.
Employers need proof of ability when considering candidates for a role. Use the space below to note
down what you have to offer in each of the four boxes from all areas of your life whether from your
studies, work, hobbies, or volunteering. When you cite these examples in CVs, applications, and at
interview, remember to give sufficient detail that it builds a picture in the mind's eye of the recruiter.

E A

K S

What have I done? What are my personal qualities?

What do I know about? What can I do?

What do you have to offer?



EXPLORING OPTIONS

Information on graduate careers

Job boards

Finding a clear sense of purpose for your career based on your unique talent, ASKE, and a specific
theme will act as a central focus for your work. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(UNSDGs) represent some of the world's biggest challenges and long-term problems that need solving
and due to their nature, provide longer-term career stability. They, therefore, provide an ideal lens
through which to make your career choice and help you explain your career story to recruiters
effectively. Once you have identified the UNSDG(s) that interest you most, use the other links on this
page to research suitable opportunities. 

United Nations Strategic Development Goals

What problem do you want to solve? What do you care about?



Q: What contribution/difference do you want to make?

Q: To whom or what?

Q: How specifically?

Q; So, what’s your career purpose statement?

What purpose do you want to serve?
Now that you have identified your career "why" or theme, it's time to develop it into a clear purpose
statement. Having a focused career purpose statement acts like a lens through which to make good
career choices and navigate change effectively. This will give you a sense of control and well-being.

 To create your career purpose statement answer the questions below:

IMPACT & CONTRIBUTION: PURPOSE

What have I learned from this activity?



1. Follow their instructions and use their structure to order your application - it reflects their priorities.

2. Explain your "why" and demonstrate effectively that you understand and meet all essential (and where

possible desirable) PROS (person, role, organisation, and sector needs) through the content you include.

3. Include their keywords - these are their buying criteria as you heard on the video.

4. Use active verbs such as: created, achieved, delivered, etc to describe your ASKE and create impact.

5. Use enough detail to build a clear picture in the reader's eye. Think like the recruiter when you write.

6. For CVs use the RPI technique explained above and avoid overusing "I". 

7. On application forms, write your examples using either the STAR or CARE technique outlined below.

8. Get someone else to check your application for grammar, spelling, and sense.

9. Only use sector jargon if the reader will understand it.

10. Make sure you save a copy of your application before you submit it.

Profile:  include the primary keywords used in the job

description to build a mental picture in the recruiter's mind's eye.

Achievements and skills: this section acts as the shop

window to show how you meet the main ASKEs.

Education: use a reverse timeline starting with now then

going backward.

Employment: use reverse chronology again and demonstrate

your RPI (Responsibilities; Personal learning, and Impact) in

each role.

Interests: showcase something relevant to the role.

Referees: include with their permission if sending to a

named recipient. If not, cite "available on request". 

OUTLINING WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER
- writing effective applications

The way you write your application or CV can make or break your chances of success. Whether
you are writing the personal statement element of an application, your CV , or a covering letter
the same principles of matching yourself to the role you are targetting appropriately. Use the
following tips and techniques to make sure your application gets shortlisted:

Although many graduate employers use their own application systems, CVs are still commonly used,
particularly by small businesses as their primary application tool.

A good CV is well laid out, easy to scan read, enables the reader to understand the timeline for your

career history to date, and has enough detail to demonstrate your ability and credibility as a candidate. 

 The CV template provided with this course uses a proven hybrid approach and comes with guidance

notes for you to follow. Like the template supplied, all good CVs need to contain the following sections:



EXPRESSING WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER
- identifying likely interview questions

You are likely to get asked three main types of questions in particular
at an interview, These all relate to the requirements of the job
description. 

Motivation questions are designed to enable you to explain why you
have decided to apply for the role and give you an early opportunity to
summarise how you match the role requirements. Competency
questions are designed to demonstrate your behavioural qualities, and
scenario questions are designed to test your thinking abilities.

You can predict likely questions by analysing the job description
effectively. Use the questions in the boxes below to help you practice
doing that, either using the sample role provided or a role you are keen
to apply for. Practise saying your answers out loud, preferably with
someone else so you feel comfortable saying them. 

Now create a scenario question from the relevant job description:

Q: Why should we appoint you in this role?

Using the job description supplied, or one you are targeting,
create an appropriate behavioural question:

Creative
Empathetic
Enthusiastic/Cheerful
Flexible thinking
Motivated
Positive/can do
Proactive
Resilient

Attitude, Aptitude & 
Personality examples

Analysis
Ability to learn
Commercial awareness
Communication
Decision making
IT/technology
Judgement
Networking
Numeracy
People management
Problem solving
Service focus
Teamwork
IT

Learning 
Role
Organisation
Sector

Skills examples

Knowledge examples

Experience context

Work and learning
Volunteering
Hobbies



EXPRESSING WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER
- top interview tips and techniques

Context - the task or activity you undertook

Action - what action you personally took

Result - what the result or outcome was

Evaluation - what you learned

Situation - where the activity took place

Task - the task or activity undertaken

Action - what you did personally

Result - explain the impact/outcome

Responsibilities - the duties of the role

Personal Learning - the skills and competencies you developed 

Impact - the difference your work made (include stats where possible)

RPI
Use RPI to show value

YOUR INTERVIEW CHECKLIST

Before the interview On the day Afterwards
Research PROS

Identify questions

Create mnemonics*

Prepare clothes

Visit the location or

check tech works

Picture success

Develop body

language awareness

Stay hydrated

Arrive or log on early

Picture success again

Manage breathing,

posture & smile

Good handshake if

face to face

Match body language

Ask good questions

Identify good elements

Identify improvements

Send thank you

Wait patiently for

outcome

Negotiate as needed

Or, ask for feedback 

Focus on next step

Keep your faith

Here are some other typical interview questions. Spend some time thinking about how you
would answer them in preparation for each interview you attend. 

Q. What qualities do you have that make you suitable for this role?  Give examples in your

answers)

Q. What are your key strengths and development needs?  (Maximize abilities with examples,

minimise weaknesses by turning them into a positive or showing how you mitigate against them)

Q. How do you see your career developing over the next few years? (Show your planning/drive)

Q. How have you gained your [skill] needed? (Again, ensure you give clear structured examples ).

Q. What examples from your studies, work, or extracurricular activities can you give to

demonstrate that you have [skill]?  (Checks skills, personality, drive. Remember, examples can

come from your academic studies or from anywhere elsewhere in your life).

Q. Why did you choose your course? (Remember to link to the role and show motivation).

Use the structures below when outlining specific examples as it helps the recruiter to follow and

prevents you from getting lost when giving your answer.

*A mnemonic is a word designed to trigger your memory so you can explain an example well.



MY CAREER PLAN

Now you have decided which direction you are heading in, it is time to identify the first three steps
you need to take towards completing your goal. Allocate a deadline for each of them. Afterall, a goal
without execution is just a dream in disguise so start taking action now.

Q: What are the first three steps I need to take to achieve my goal?

Q: How will I celebrate achieving each step?

What have I learned from this programme?

Identifying the first steps towards your career goal
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